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Gathering essential information 
Uncovering unique needs

OBJECTIONS



INFORMATION

NEEDS

Basic but essential customer information 
about technology in use, technology 
readiness, scope of adoption, and delivery. 
More fact-based.  Often asked with yes/no 
questions. 
(see: Reference Guide for details) 

Unique customer information that gives insight 
into problems, goals, and outcomes customer 
wants to achieve with technology. Often 
asked with more open-ended questions. 

insight

“How many students are in 
your program?” 

“What are your biggest 
challenges currently?” 

“What do you want to 
achieve with technology?” 



“Do you use a learning management system?” “Do you roster your students or do they self-register?” “What outcomes do you want to achieve with a digital solution?”“What are the biggest challenges you have with digital 
instruction?” “Do you have a local IT person on site?"

INFORMATION NEEDS



Video 1: Needs-Questioning

Prompt: Watch the video.  Using the “Needs: 
questioning, listening, confirming” rubric, rate the sales 
rep’s ability to uncover the customer’s needs. 

1 = weak
2 = needs improvement
3 = capable
4 = skilled
5 = very strong 



Video 1 - Needs



Self Assessment: Rate the areas 
where you do well and where you can 
improve.

Reflect: What about you? 
1 = weak
2 = needs improvement
3 = capable
4 = skilled
5 = very strong 



Questioning Tip: 
Use NGL brand 
values

• Inspire

• Engage

• Authentic

• Relevant

NEEDS



Common objections
Strategies to address
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What are common objections you hear? OBJECTIONS

“too expensive!” 

“too many log-ins!” 

“Now is not the best 
time to change.” 

“I need everything in one 
place.” 

“It’s difficult to manage two different 
platforms.” 

“I need more assessment.” 



Video 2: objection handling

Prompt: Watch the video.  Using the “Needs: 
questioning, listening, confirming” rubric, rate 
the sales rep’s ability to uncover the customer’s 
needs. 

1 = weak
2 = needs improvement
3 = capable
4 = skilled
5 = very strong 



Video 2 - Objections



Video 2: objection handling

Prompt: Watch the video.  Using the “Needs: 
questioning, listening, confirming” rubric, rate 
the sales rep’s ability to uncover the customer’s 
needs. 

1 = weak
2 = needs improvement
3 = capable
4 = skilled
5 = very strong 



Discussion:
Choose a scenario.  As a group decide how you would respond to this 
objection. Discuss what you would say, demonstrate, or do to resolve the 
objection.  

1. What do you do when the customer can only talk about a competitor solution favorably 
and continually compares your solution to theirs? “OUP has all it’s stuff in one place.” 
(The “better competitor” trap)

2. What do you do when you meet most of the core needs, but a customer focuses on the 
few ‘deal breaker’ features that you don’t have? “Why aren’t your eBooks interactive.” 
Or “Why are there so many log-ins?” (The “feature” trap) 

3. What do you do when a customer asks about something you don’t have now? “Do your 
programs integrate with LTI for SSO and gradebook.  (The “we don’t have it yet” trap)

OBJECTIONS



OBJECTIONS

Challenge

Resolve



break
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OBJECTIONS

Presenting to customer needs
Stages of the presentation
Closing with confidence



“The messaging feature allows you to send messages to your 
whole class or just one student.” 

Feature
based 

Needs 
based

“The integrated LMS allows you to assign specific lessons, monitor 
student work, and communicate directly with your students.” 
“The benefit of using just one platform is that your students and 
teachers only need to master one platform.” 



Video 3 - Product



Video 3: Feature bomb. 

POLL: What didn’t the sales rep talk about:
1.Key product features
2.What he likes best about product
3.Customer needs





Annotate: In the solution stage, how much time do you talk 
about product versus customer needs? 

Product
features 

Customer 
needs



Product
features 

Customer 
needs

Product
features 

Wrap-around 
services

delivery

training

On-
boarding

LTI

Tech 
support

licensing



Video 4a: Presenting the solution

Prompt:  Watch the video.  Using the 
“Introduction” rubric, rate the sales rep’s ability to 
open the presentation of the solution. 

1 = weak
2 = needs improvement
3 = capable
4 = skilled
5 = very strong 



Video 4a – Product Intro



Video 4a: Presenting the solution

Prompt:  Watch the video.  Using the 
“Introduction” rubric, rate the sales rep’s ability to 
open the presentation of the solution. 

1 = weak
2 = needs improvement
3 = capable
4 = skilled
5 = very strong 



The sales rep will now present the Online Practice Platform for 
Time Zones.   Before watching the next segment, decide:

• The top 3-5 features from OLP you would show next
• The benefits you would highlight
• Whether the rep should show any other digital resources

Breakout rooms: What next…? PRODUCT

Sentence frame: 
1) We think the three features a sales rep should show are: 
2) The benefits of these features are: 
3) In addition to the OLP, we would show:



Video 4b: Presenting product

Prompt:  Watch the video.  Using the “Product” 
rubric, rate the sales rep’s ability to present product. 

1 = weak
2 = needs improvement
3 = capable
4 = skilled
5 = very strong 



Video 4b – Product Solution



Video 4b: Presenting product

Prompt:  Watch the video.  Using the “Product” 
rubric, rate the sales rep’s ability to present product. 

1 = weak
2 = needs improvement
3 = capable
4 = skilled
5 = very strong 



Solutioning: Stages

Summary of needs

Product demonstration

Questions-Clarifications-Objections

• Confirm needs
• Frame presentation (recommend PowerPoint)
• 75%-80% rep presentation

• Reinforce the product benefits
• Build around the customer needs
• Confirm interest and follow buying signals
• Adjust demonstration as needed (be flexible)
• 50%-50% rep-customer discussion

• Invite questions about demonstration
• Ask if there was anything not presented
• 50%-50% rep-customer discussion

10 tips for presenting digital in an online 
environment:

1. Master product features and content

2. Practice your talking points before each 
presentation

3. Create a script to help focus

4. Frame the presentation with a few 
PowerPoint slides to start

5. Select the features that you want to show 
based on customer need

6. Ask questions to confirm interest regularly 
(by name in groups)

7. Avoid a digital ‘walk through’

8. Be comfortable with silence and pauses

9. Be patient: Avoid rapid click-throughsccc



10.  Show high-impact content that best represents National Geographic Learning.



INTRODUCTION INFORMATION NEEDS PRODUCT CLOSE SERVICE

Strong brand message

Essential ‘checklist’ information about scope of 
adoption and technical requirements 

Uncover critical, unique customer needs to 
help frame digital solution

Present solution as it explicitly relates to customer needs; 
elevate benefits over features; and invite further discussion. 



“In real life, it’s not the people who hold the 
best cards. It’s the people who are the most 
confident who convince everyone else.”

Anna KONNIKOVA

NYTimes Bestselling Author, 

The Biggest Bluff

How often does the actual best hand win 
in the game of poker:

5%
12%
44%
78%

CLOSE
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